
When you use the proper tool for the job at hand, the process can go smoother and more 
efficient.  Our scissors are an important tool - and depending on the craft and project we are 
working on, we can utilize different features and qualities so that we can focus on the art not 
on trying to make the tool do what we really want it to.  Just because you can use a butter knife 
as a screwdriver in a jam, doesn’t mean you want to assemble that Ikea bookcase with one :-)

Left handed scissors - what do you use now?  If you learned how to cut with right handed 
scissors, get right handed scissors with a left handed grip.  True Left handed scissors have the 
blades reversed and require you to relearn how to cut and maneuver
Scissor care - wipe blades from the non-sharp side - from joint to tip. ShamWow or microfiber 
cloth - open wide to get out fibers.  Use a scissor cover when storing in drawer or on counter to 
protect blades/tip

Hand 
needlework

✓ Small pointed sharp scissors
✓ Blunt tips or cover for 
portability 
Kai 5100  Kai 5100A

Hardanger ✓ short sharp angled blade - Kai 
5100B

Paper 
crafting

✓ small pointed sharp blade for 
fine detailed work
✓ medium blade for scrapbooking  
Kai 5135  Kai 5165

Knitting/
Crochet

✓ medium blade - clean cut for wool/
silk fibers
Kai 5135  Kai 3120

Wool 
Applique

✓ Serrated blade for clean cuts
✓ Longer blade for smooth 
maneuverability
Kai 3160  Kai 5165ser  Kai 7205

Needleturn 
Applique

✓Serrated blade, long blade for 
smoother cuts

✓ smaller blade for detailed control, 
curved blade for assisted detail 
curves

Fusible 
Applique

✓ Strong blade to deal with paper 
cutting  Kai 5135  Kai 5165 

Batting ✓ Bent handle & long blade for 
standup table cutting

At the 
Sewing 
machine

For trimming thread - Kai 5100
For curve clipping or trimming 
dog ears - Kai 5135

Longarm 
Quilting

For trimming threads - snips Kai 5120 
Kai 5125
Double curve blunt tip to prevent 
snipping the sandwich Kai 5130DCp

Machine 
Embroidery

Jump stitches in the hoop & 
appliqué - double curve Kai 
5130DC
Jump stitches out of hoop - Kai 
5100C
Trim stabilizer - polished tip - Kai 
5135P
In the Hoop Projects - 5135C

Garment 
Sewing

Dressmaker 8” or longer Kai 5210
Silky lining - serrated blade or Kai 
Professional 7000 series
Upholstery/Denim/Wool/Tapestry - Kai 
Professional 7000 series
Standup table cutting - bent handle

Grading 
seams

Two ways to reduce bulk - pinking 
shears Kai 5350 or longer blade 
utility scissor Kai 5165 Kai 3160

Rag Quilts Strong short blade - 
Spring loaded but could be harder to 
control
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